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Discussie

Antwoorden van J. Lech

Answer on Dr. P. Phillip's question Answer on Drs. J. H. Willems question
The Cracow Upland, in opposition to the Syncline of Nida

river, was not advantageous for the development of the

prehistoric settlement. We are acquainted, in that area,

only with the remnants of season camps in caves and rock

shelters, flint mines and workshops. The genesis of cave

settlements may be connected with expeditions for Hint.
The centre of gravity of the Lengyel-Polgar settlement in

the Nida Syncline was situated on the river Dubnia and in

the part of the Vistula terrace near Cracow at a distance

of approx. 15-30 km. The dense settlements of that region
seem connected with flint exploitation in the Cracow

Upland. All the Lengyel-Polgar villages of that area and

some others settlements which were situated more far

away took their supplies offlint directly from the deposits.
The flint mine of Saspow was exploited in some seasons

only which is confirmed by lack of traces of permanent
prehistoric settlements in the vicinity. On the other hand,
at a distance of 3.5 km. from the Saspow mine, in 1974 an

analogous mine was discovered in place called Jerzmano-

wice-Dabrowka 1, and moreover, at a distance of 6 km.

from Saspow, in the village of Beblo, is another mine,
connected with the Lengyel-Polgar Cultural Complex.

Door technische onvolkomenheden bij de opname-installatie

was het niet mogelijk de discussies betrejfende de diverse

onderwerpen weer te geven.

Due to imperfection of our tape-recorder-equipment we are

unable topublish the discussions on the subjects.

While comparing the length of all the entire blades of the

class of 10 mm with the length of negatives on cores, re-

sulting from the last blade removed, we see that the basic

blade blank mass has been carried away from the work-

shops. Basing on the results of analyses of Assemblages 1

and 3/1960, I have started to calculate the size of the out-

put of both workshops and the quantities of blades car-

ried away by the knappers. I have adopted the basic as-

sumption that the per cent proportions of individual

metric classes of blades obtained in each chipping series

are very near to one another. Blades of metric classes of
60-70 mm and 70-80 mm form in workshop 1/1960as much

as 48% of the entire blades, and in workshop 3/1960 as

much as 47.8% Blades from the last series, ascertained by
blade negatives on cores of artifacts of those two classes,
amount to 16% in the first assemblage and 14.6% in the

second assemblage. Such a high number of them among
the entire blades of both workshops have certainly resul-

ted from the accumulation of artifacts from all the ex-

ploitation series of blades. Ergo - they were of no interest

to knappers, and from the point of view of their requi-
rements they were just waste material. While calculating
the number of the removed blade series indispensable for

accumulation of such a quantity of the shortest blades, I

simultaneously calculated how many more blades were

struck off the cores. Knowing the number of blades from

the last series, as well as the multiplier, it is possible to

draw up the formula of the size of workshop production.
Deducting in both cases the number of blades left in the

workshops, we can say that approximately 3900 blades

were carried away from Workshop 1/1960, and approxi-
mately 3750blades from Workshop 3/1960.


